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Cyber	Crime	Costs	are	on	Exponential	Growth	
with	Worsening	Financial	Consequences
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Average cost of cyber crime over 6 years ($M)

Source: Accenture, Survey from 355 Companies in 11 countries (Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Spain, the 
United Kingdom and the United States) – 2019

Average annualized cost by industry sector ($M)
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§ There	has	been	a	60%	increase	in	the	average	ransom	payment	
(US$178,254)	from	the	1st	quarter	to	the	2nd	quarter	of	2020*

*)	Accenture,	2020	Cyber	Threatscape	Report
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A	Highly	Connected	World
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Source	Geneva	Association,	Cyber	Insurance	as	a	Risk	Mitigation	Strategy,	April	2018

q Interviews	of	companies	
show	that	more	and	more	
of	them	use	cloud	services.	
Amazon	Web	Services	
(AWS)	is	one	of	the	largest	
cloud	providers

q In	the	hypothetical	case	of	
an	attack	against	AWS,	
many	companies	using	AWS	
would	be	affected



From	IT-Protection	towards	Cyber-Resilience

q Because	there	is	no	100%	security,	
businesses	need	to	move	towards	
cyber-resilience combining	security	
measures,	risk	management	and	
hedging	instruments

q In	this	context,	insurance will	play	
an	essential	role	to	provide	
products	that	will	help	companies	
becoming	more	resilient
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Cost	of	Insuring	Against	Cyber	Risk	is	Growing
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*)	source:	https://blog.alta.org/2021/09/cyber-coverage-premiums-increase-25-survey-shows.html
survey	from	the	Council	of	Insurance	Agents	&	Brokers	(CIAB)

q In	the	US,	following	the	increase	in	
insured	losses,	insurance	premiums	
are	growing	fast*	

q Demand in	insurance	is	increasing,	
while	the	offer is	retracting;	Allianz	
announced	that	they	refuse	¾	of	the	
demands	because	of	lack	of	cyber	
security

q Insurers	demand	a	high	level	of	
security	before	granting	an	insurance	
cover
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Cyber	risk	– characteristics*

q Increase	of	the	frequency	of	attacks	but	also	in	their	financial	
consequences	(Netdiligence,	2022);	

q High	speed	of	changes	in	the	risk	landscape	(stress	scenarios);

q Targets	of	attacks		often	intangibles	(data,	reputation,	political	
elections),	so	insurers	limit	payments	for	those;	

q Potential	of	systemic	failures	due	to	attacks	(highly	connected	world	
of	IT	systems);	extreme	risk

ESSEC- CREAR 8
*)	M.	Dacorogna and	M.	Kratz (2023),	Managing	Cyber	Risk,	a	Science	in	the	Making.	Scandinavian	Actuarial	Journal	
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Evaluating	Quantitatively	Cyber	Risk:	
The	case	of	the	GN	database	on	cyber	attacks

q Research	Collaboration	between:

§ the Center of Research in Econo-finance and Actuarial science on Risk – CREAR – of ESSEC 
Business School  (Paris – Singapore) 

§ and the SCRC (Service Central du Renseignement Criminel / Central Criminal Intelligence Service) 
of PJGN - Pôle Judiciaire de la Gendarmerie Nationale (Lieutenant Colonel Jérôme Barlatier)

q GN	Database:	data	registered for	the	complaint:
1)	Reporting date				2)	Amount of	damage				3)	Date	of	birth of	the	victim 4)	Victim gender

5)	Category of	the	offence (GN)							6)	Natinf (categorization by	the	Ministry	of	Justice)	

Available in	the	database but	not	for	this research (anonymization):

7)	Location					8)	Written description	of	the	complaint	(by	the	detective)

ESSEC- CREAR 10



Disclaimer	- Publications	

Disclaimer: The	PJGN	database	we	used	for	this	study	has	been	entrusted	by	the	Gendarmerie	under	confidentiality	
agreement.	Use	and	interpretation	are	the	strict	responsibility	of	the	authors.	As	required	by	Gendarmerie	Nationale,	any	
communication	on	this	study	should	mention	that	the	source	is	from	"Gendarmerie	Nationale – PJGN	– treated	by	ESSEC-
CREAR".

Publications:
• Building	up	Cyber	Resilience	by	Better	Grasping	Cyber	Risk:	A	New	Algorithm	for	Modelling	Cyber	Complaints	Filed	at	

the	Gendarmerie	Nationale.	M.	Dacorogna,	N.	Debbabi,	M.	Kratz.	European	Journal	of	Operational	Research	2023
(online)

• Managing	Cyber	Risk,	a	Science	in	the	Making.	M.	Dacorogna and	M.	Kratz.	Scandinavian	Actuarial	Journal	2023
(Invited	paper;	online	with	open	access	until	January	2024)

• Moving from Uncertainty to	Risk:	The	Case	of	Cyber	Risk.	M.	Dacorogna and	M.	Kratz (2020).	Chapter in	“Cybersecurity
in	Humanities and	Social	Sciences”	Ed.	By	H.	Loiseau,	D.	Ventre	and	H.	Aden,	ISTE	SCIENCE	PUBLISHING,	Montreal

ESSEC- CREAR 11



Goals	of	the	Study

q Understanding	of	the	data	(complaints	by	victims	of	cyber	crimes	–
individual	and	companies)

q Statistical	data	exploration:	another	way	to	correct	the	database.	
Creation	of	a	benchmark	reliable	dataset

q Data	Analytics of		selected	variables	in	view	of	building	predictive	
probabilistic	&	statistical	models

q Insurability of	cyber	risk

ESSEC- CREAR 12



Data	Sampling	and	Description

ESSEC- CREAR 13

q 208’037 complaints data  from 07/2015 to 04/2019

q Damages classified by type: the first classes the most represented among the full sample

*	ND=	not	declared Max:	8'070’000	€

Gender Data	Number %	of	the	total	
sample	size

F 91’599 44.03%

M 92’202 44.32%

ND 24’236 11.65%

Amount Data	Number %	of	the	total	
sample	size

ND	or	0 147’052 70.69%

€ 29’074 13.97%

€ 31’911 15.34%

<	500

≥	500



Frequency	and	Seasonality

ESSEC- CREAR 14

Frequency:	First	Increasing	then	Levelling	Off

+8%

No	strong	seasonality for	the	monthly	#	of	
complaints

Annual	Moving	Average of	the	monthly	frequency	of	complaints



Severity		for	the	sample	of	damages	with	amounts	≥	500	€

ESSEC- CREAR 15

Characteristics	of	the	data:	strong asymmetry and	kurtosis

Existence	of	heavy	tail
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Probabilistic	Modeling	Through	EVT

ESSEC- CREAR 17

q As	we	have	the	Central	Limit	Theorem	for	the	center	of	the	distribution,	we	have	the	
EVT	for	the	rescaled	maximum

q EVT	Theorem:
If	𝐹 ∈ 𝑀𝐷𝐴(𝐺) then	necessarily,	𝐺 is	of	the	same	type	as	the	GEV	cumulative	
distribution	𝐻* (i.e.	𝐺 𝑥 = 𝐻- 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 , 𝑎 > 0) defined	as:

𝐻* =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 −(1 + 𝜉𝑥)9

:;- 		if	𝜉 ≠ 0

exp −𝑒:C 													 if	𝜉 = 0
where	𝑦9 = max	(0, 𝑦)

q The	tail	index	ξ ∈ ℝ determines	the	nature	of	the	tail	distribution and	is	called	the	
extreme-value	index:	𝜉 > 0 (Fréchet),	=	0	(Gumbel)	or	<	0	(Weibull)



Philosophy	of	Extreme	Value	Statistics*

ESSEC- CREAR 18

q Extreme	events	are	often quite	different	from	ordinary	everyday	behavior	
and	ordinary	behavior	often	has	little	to	say	about	extremes:	then only	
extreme	events	give	useful	information	about	future	extreme	events

q Theoretically	motivated	statistical	models	give	much	better	possibilities	to	
learn	from	experience	(and	compare)	than	if	everyone	uses	their	own	ad	
hoc	method

q We	apply	EVT	method	to	look	at	the	extremes	and	try	to detect certain
behaviors

*)	inspired	by	a	talk	by	Prof.	Holger	Rootzén,	European	Statistics	Day	(ESSEC	Paris	La	Défense),	Oct.	2019	



A	general	Hybrid	Model	as	a	basis	for	a	Fitting	Algorithm

ESSEC- CREAR 19

q Frame:	(right)	heavy-tailed	continuous	data:	Fit	the	tail	using	a	GPD
(Generalized	Pareto	Distribution)	with	a	positive	tail	index	(Fréchet	
domain	of	attraction)

q For	heavy	tails:	standard	EVT	graphical	approaches to	determine	the	
threshold		to	estimate	the	tail	index	(MEP,	Hill,	QQ,	etc ...).	Main	
practical	issue:	supervisedmethods

q Main	motivation:	to	develop	an ‘unsupervised’	method	to	determine	
the	threshold above	which	we	fit	the	GPD,	and	to	have	a	good	fit	for	the	
entire	distribution



A	general	Hybrid	Model	as	a	basis	for	a	Fitting	Algorithm

ESSEC- CREAR 20

q Introduce a simple but general hybrid model with 3 components (LN-E-GPD):

1. A Lognormal distribution to model the mean behavior
2. A GPD for the extreme behavior (Pickands theorem): main component
3. An exponential distribution to bridge the mean and tail behaviors

Assumption: the distribution (that belongs to the Fréchet domain of attraction) has a C1 density. 
NO assumption on the dependence

Remark. Main component in this hybrid model = the GPD one (for heavy tail). The mean  
behavior can be adapted to the context. 

q A self-calibrating iterative algorithm, built on the solving of a set of non-linear least squares 
problems by the Levenberg-Marquardt technique, which combines Gauss–Newton and 
gradient descent methods to reach the desired minimum



Determining	4	Parameters	(illustration	on	the	G-E-GPD)Idea of the method Marie Kratz, ESSEC CREAR

h(x; ✓) =

8
<

:

�1 f(x;µ,�), if x  u1,

�2 e(x;�), if u1  x  u2,

�3 g(x� u2; ⇠,�), if x � u2,

f : Gaussian pdf (µ,�2).

e: Exponential pdf with intensity �.

g: GPD pdf with tail index ⇠ and scale pa-

rameter �.

✓ =
⇥
µ,�, u2, ⇠]: the parameters vector.

�1, �2 and �3: the weights (evaluated from

the assumptions (in part. C1) )

� = u2⇠ > 0; � = 1+⇠
� ; u1 = µ+ ��

2
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A Self-Calibrating Method for Heavy Tailed Data Modeling 5
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The	3	other	parameters	(𝛽,	𝜆,	u1)	also	deduced	from	the	C1 assumption.

					𝑓	will be	replaced	by	a	Lognormal	distribution	(our	case)	and	the	parameters	evaluated	with	the	new	relations



Pseudo-code	of	the	algorithm	for	the	parameters	estimation	

ESSEC- CREAR 22

II - Self-calibrating method Algorithm Marie Kratz, ESSEC CREAR

Pseudo-code of the algorithm for the G-E-GPD parameters estimation
[1] Initialization of ep(0) = [eµ(0)

, e�(0)
, eu(0)

2 ], ↵, " > 0, and kmax, then

initialization of e⇠(0) (recall that ✓ =
⇥
µ,�, u2, ⇠]):

e⇠(0)  argmin
⇠>0

���H(y; ✓ | ep(0))�Hn(y)
���
2

2
,

where Hn is the empirical cdf of X (and distance computed on y = (yj)1jm).
[2] Iterative process:

k  1

Step 1 - Estimation of ep(k): ep(k)  argmin

(µ,�)2R⇥R⇤
+

u22R+

���H(y; ✓ | e⇠(k�1))�Hn(y)
���
2

2

Step 2 - Estimation of e⇠(k): e⇠(k)  argmin
⇠>0

���H(y; ✓ | ep(k))�Hn(y)
���
2

2
,

k  k + 1

until
⇣
d(H(y; ✓(k)), Hn(y)) < " and d(H(yq↵ ; ✓

(k)), Hn(yq↵ )) < "

⌘

or
�
k = kmax

�
where Yq↵ represents the observations above the ↵-quantile.

[3] Return ✓
(k) =

⇥
eµ(k)

, e�(k)
, eu(k)

2 , e⇠(k)
⇤
.

A Self-Calibrating Method for Heavy Tailed Data Modeling 15



Performance	and	convergence	of	the	iterative	algorithm

ESSEC- CREAR

q Performance:	tests	via	MC	simulation with	training	and	tests	sets

q Proof	of	the	convergence	in	2	steps:	

1. Analytical proof	of	stationary	points	existence,	supplemented	by	numerical	simulations.	
Algorithm:	sequence	of	minimization,	does	not	rely	on	the	optimization	of	a	cost	function	
by	seeking	a	trajectory	to	reach	an	extremum	of	an	error	surface.	
As	a	cq,	existence	of	a	stationary	point	not	guaranteed,	neither	the	convergence	towards	it:											
It	has	to	be	proven	

2. Cv to	a	unique stationary	point.	Done	numerically, performing	various	simulations	
changing	each	time	the	initialization.	Analytical	proof	of	this	2nd	step:	still	open	pb

23



Application	of	the	Method	on	Cyber	Crimes	Complaints
Ex:	modelling	of	amounts	>	0	(log	scale)	(raw	data)

ESSEC- CREAR 24

Cumulative	Probability	Distribution Survival	Probability	



Exploration	of	the	Statistical	Significance	of	the	Results
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q Any	statistical	result	must	be	given	with	a	significant	band (usually	for	the	95%	
confidence)	

q This	band	can	be	computed	theoretically,	if	the	underlying	process is	known,	or	can	be	
directly	estimated	with	the	data

q In	our	case,	we	do	not	know	the	data	generating	process,	thus	we	have	to	resort	to	
direct	methods	either	bootstrap or	Jackknife

q The	bootstrap	method	consists	in	artificially	constructing	many	samples	by	picking	
randomly	(with	replacement)	values	from	the	original	data	and	redo	on	those	samples	
the	fitting	procedure

q We	then	obtain	a	distribution of	the	fitting	results	and	pick	the	95%	confidence	range	
(between	the	2.5%	and	97.5%	quantiles)



The	Jackknife	Method	to	Get	the	Significance	Band

ESSEC- CREAR 26

q With	the	amount	of	data	we	have,	there	is	a	straighter	forward	method	to	estimate	the	
confidence	range:	The	Jackknifemethod	that	measures	the	variability	of	the	estimation	
across	sub-samples

q To	determine	a	numerical	confidence	range,	we	build	randomly	subsamples	and	run	on	
each	one	the	algorithm	for	calibrating	the	hybrid	model

q We	omit some	randomly	selected	data	points	that	amount	to	10%	of	the	original	
dataset	of	size	n	=	60985,	making	sure	that	each	of	those	selected	observations	is	
omitted	only	once	(without	replacement),	while	used	in	the	9	other	computations

q Note	that	it	means	that	each	observation	in	the	whole	sample	will	be	removed	in	1	of	
the	10	subsamples



q Using	the	Jackknife	method,	we	get:

where	𝛼 = ;
-O and	𝛽 = 𝑢Q𝜉

q We	can	conclude	that	the	expectation	exists	(𝛼 > 1)	but	not	the	variance	
(𝛼 < 2)

Variability	of	Our	Results

ESSEC- CREAR 27

𝜶 𝜷 𝒖𝟐
Estimation 1.236 8’087 9’999

95%	Confidence	Range [1.213 ; 1.260] [7’929	;	8’245] [9’980	;	10’018]



Some	consequences	for	risk	management

Table 2: [Table 11 in Dacorogna et al. (2022)]. Estimates dES(p) of Expected Shortfall ES(p) (as computed in Equation
(11) in the quoted paper) for p = 97.5% and 99.77%, expressed as the multiplying factor of the estimated mean (which
value is 3476 e ) for various models. Comparison with the empirical values gES(p) (also expressed as the factor, which
multiplied by the mean gives the evaluated risk measures) by computing the relative variation � in %.

Factor f for risk measures: dES(p) dES(p)
p = 97.5% � (in %) p = 99.77% � (in %)

Empirical gES(p) 23 114

Dacorogna et al. (2022) (↵ = 1.24) 19 -17.1 132 15.9
AMSE (↵ = 1.17) 43 85.1 331 190.6
Danielsson-al.(01) (↵ = 1.15) 47 101.7 373 227.1
Hall (1990)(u2=q(99.45%);↵=1.37) 8 21.4 159 39.9
Hall (1990) (↵ = 1.61) � � 119 4.2
Reiss &Thomas(07) (↵ = 1.47) � � 130 14.2

4.2 From cyber security to cyber resilience

The notion of cyber resilience has lately gained momentum due to the repetitive failures of cyber security
systems to prevent attacks. This concept recognizes that breaches will always occur, thus organizations
need to concentrate their efforts on surviving those breaches, while improving their ability to detect
attacks. Resilience may be defined as "‘the ability to continuously deliver the intended outcome despite
adverse cyber events" (Björck et al. (2015)) or as "The ability to anticipate, withstand, recover from, and
adapt to adverse conditions, stresses, attacks, or compromises on systems that use or are enabled by cyber
resources." by the US National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST). This means for organizations
to "change their security posture from a defensive stance focused on malware to a more realistic and resilient
approach" as advocated by Symantec, a company specialized in cyber security products (Symantec (2019)).

Cyber resilience implies designing a cyber strategy based on the current (and expected future) threat
environment, taking into account processes and technology, but also all actors, people (individual and
professional) and organizations (private and public), according to the acceptable risk level for each. It
goes from education to dedicated processes, going through implementation of performance measurements,
even at a governmental level.

While we are going to derive this concept with an actuarial point of view, it is worth recalling how
combining the expertise from all fields is needed. All governmental institutions are clearly aware of that,
and take part in building a more cyber resilient environment. Let us take the example of the European
Union, preparing a legislation on cyber resilience, named the ‘cyber-resilience act proposal’ (see European
Union (2022)). Quoting U. von der Leyen: If everything is connected, everything can be hacked. Given
that resources are scarce, we have to bundle our forces . . . This is why we need a European cyber defence
policy, including legislation setting common standards under a new European cyber resilience act. The
same concern holds worldwide, e.g. the World Economic Forum (2022a) wrote a white paper on cyber
resilience, stating again that this topic should involve the entire society. They also came up with the
proposal of a Cyber Resilience Index (CRI) using a weighted scoring of 64 performance measures (on all
aspects) collected for each organization with a self assessment (see Figure 4 in the cited document).
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Cyber	risk	presents	clearly	a	catastrophic	nature;		High	capital	intensity:		ES	is	
about	20	times	the	mean!



Towards	a	classification

ESSEC- CREAR 29

q Classification	by	the	GN

cases, to the very absence of detection of the problem by the victims. Consequently, for security forces,
the filing of complaints is only the visible part of a criminal phenomenon and does not grant access to the
ground truth. To better understand the meaning of those percentages, one might compare them to the
percentage of the (French) population victim of other types of attacks (non cyber ones).

. Cyber crimes by type - Now we turn to the type of cyber crimes and provide in Table 3 the first 10
classes of the full sample of size 208’037, by decreasing order of class size. From the description registered
at GN, it is not so easy to distinguish to which type a cyber crime belongs to, therefore how to classify
it within a GN category and a Natinf one, especially given the large amount of those categories. We
already know that, for insurance purpose, the granularity must be much coarser: One future goal is to
find a scientific way to regroup GN categories. One approach could be through the heaviness of the tail
distribution, as discussed further when modelling the damages severity. When looking at the sample for

Table 3: Damages classified by type: the 10 classes the most represented among the full sample,
identified by natinf code. It represents 78.1% of the full sample of size 208,037.

Class Natinf code Type Complaints Number Percentage

1 7,875 Fraud 123,536 59.38%
2 28,139 Identity theft 9,697 4.66%
3 58 Breach of trust 7,256 3.49%
4 372 Defamation 4,888 2.35%
5 1,619 Violation to SADPa 4,495 2.16%
6 7,203 Blackmail 3,295 1.58%
7 7,151 Theft 2,891 1.39%
8 10,765 Invasion of privacy 2,399 1.15%
9 7,173 Threat to individuals 2,088 1.00%
10 376 Public abuse 1,997 1.00%

aSADP: System of Automated Data Processing (STAD in French)

which dammage amounts above 500 e are provided, we obtain the following classification in Table 4. Note
that the classes common to Tables 3 & 4 are indicated in bold.

We observe that ’Fraud’ is the most represented types of damages in both tables, with a proportion above
87% of the 31,911 considered data in Table 4, and above 59% (for the 208,037) in Table 3. This first
(by size) class is far from the second class (Identity theft in Table 3 and Breach of Trust in Table 4,
respectively) which size is less than 5%. Note the second gap in the size between ’Breach of trust’ and
the other classes for damages above 500 e , going from 4.7% to less than 1%, whereas the percentage is
regularly decreasing in Table 3.
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q Comparing	the	types	of	cyber	attacks	via	their	tail	index	



What	do	we	learn	from	this	study	on	cyber	risk?

ESSEC- CREAR 30

1. The	GN	database	is	a	precious	source	of	data	for	studying	cyber	risk	(large	
database	and	different	from	usual	ones,	completing	the	panorama)

2. We	confirm	that	cyber	risk	is	insurable (existence	of	expectations;	tail	index	<1)

3. Non-stationarity	but	not	in	the	extremes	(Poisson-GPD	model	for	freq-severity)

4. Cyber	risk	presents	clearly	a	catastrophic	nature	(extreme	risk)

5. Further	research	to	exploit	the	complaint	descriptions	via	semantic	analysis	of	
the	text

Comparing properties	observed	on	different	cyber	databases	will	help	find	the	main	
cyber	characteristics
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Conclusion:	On	the	method

q Proposition	of	a	general and	simple	hybrid	model	for	asymmetric	
non-negative	heavy-tailed data;	

A	3-components	model:	bulk +	tail	with	exponential	bridge

q Development	of	a	fast,	inexpensive and	unsupervised algorithm for	
calibrating	the	model	on	heavy-tailed	data	

q Can	be	used	in	many	fields	(OR,	finance,	…)	and	combined with
other models (e.g.	EV	regression:	see Hambuckers et	al.	(2023),	Efficient	
estimation	in	extreme value	regression models of	hedge fund tail risks)
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Conclusion:	On	Cyber	Risk

q Presence	of	extremes,	signature	of	systemic	risk,	but	finite	loss	expectation,	
necessary	condition	for	insurability	

q Cyber,	a	very	high	risk,	with	tail	heaviness	in	the	same	range	as	natural	
catastrophes

q Cyber	risk	creates	a	new	risk	landscape,	but	also	opportunities	for	insurance	
companies	to	offer	hedging	solutions	to	companies.	The	market is	going	to	
grow, and	the	insurance	industry	cannot	stay	away	of	the	social	demand

q Accumulation	control	and	modelling	are	key to	develop	a	successful	business

q Creating	links	with	cyber	security	firms	is	a	way	to	improve	the	risk	profile	of	
insured	and	to	design	products	that	incentivize	customer	to	invest	in	cyber	
security
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